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Aspect ratio:

Shooting format:
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Sound:

Silversalt PR:
Thessa Mooij
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82 min
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Dolby 5.1

Technical specs:

Screening dates:
Tue, May 3, 7:00 PM - TIFF Bell Lightbox 4 
Thu, May 5, 4:15 PM - TIFF Bell Lightbox 4 
Sun, May 8, 5:45 PM - TIFF Bell Lightbox 4
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A proud member of Finland’s indigenous Skolt Sami tribe, filmmaker Katia Gauriloff 
found a treasure trove of pristine 16mm footage of her grandmother Kaisa, a leg-
endary storyteller and singer of le’udd epic ballads. By sending around postcards 

all over Europe, Katia recovered these priceless film and voice recordings from the ‘30s-70s, 
shot by the Swiss writer Robert Crottet, who lived with Kaisa in the ‘30s, and Spanish pho-
tographer Enrique Mendez. Their poetic footage and newly created animation depicting 
the stories creates a poetic, moving portrait of a charismatic woman who stayed strong as 
WWII forced them to relocate to a part of Finland where they had to give up their rein-
deer-herding way of life.

Synopsis
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This is a story of my great-grandmother, but also a story of me and my people. 
 The point of view is of a Swiss writer Robert Crottet, who has always been a part 
of our family, but whom I unfortunately never had a chance to meet in person. All 

my life I’ve heard stories of him, but most of all, about my grandma Kaisa. Just a couple 
of years ago I learned that the materials filmed in Lapland by Robert Crottet and his life 
partner photographer Enrique Méndez still existed. I met Méndez in Barcelona, and he 
wanted me to have all of Crottet’s materials for this film, including original manuscripts, 
notes and personal letters, and also original photographs and film material.

A word from the director Kaisa and Katja -73
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The harsh post-war life and the tragical events of our people have traumatized many. 
All my life I have struggled with my Sámi identity, just like many other Sámi people of 
my age. When I was younger, I was frustrated at my mother for not speaking Sámi to me. 
Now I understand more about the history of our people, and I’m not bitter anymore. Still, 
I have this urge to know more, to learn more about our past and history. I want to understand 
more. By doing this film, I want to be able to further enchance and improve knowledge 
about the Skolt Sámi and of our history and that enourmos spiritual wealth and world of 
stories, both among our people but also internationally around the world.
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The film tells a story of friendship and joining 
of destinies. The personal story of Robert and 
Kaisa is strongly intertwined with the fate of 

the Skolt Sámi during the war-time upheaval. As a 
result of the war the Skolt Sámi lost nearly everything; 
they were evacuated from their native lands, their 
people were divided and their traditions and customs 
were in danger to be entirely obliterated. Robert 
Crottet acted as a spokesman for the Skolt Sámi in 
post-war Europe. His aim was to secure the Skolt 
Sámi way of life, and the future of the Skolt Sámi 
people, and with the revenues from his book Forêts 
de la lune (The Enchanted Forest) and support of 
the relief organization he founded in Great-Britain, 
Crottet helped the Skolt Sámi people to get a start 
on a new life in the war-torn Lapland.

The story 
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The Skolt Sámi legends told by Kaisa will also form a very central part of the film. 
We have at our disposal authentic sound recordings of tales and leu’dd singing by 
Kaisa herself, of which many were recorded at her home in Mustola in 1953. These 

materials have been found in the Folklore Archives of the Finnish Literature Society. To pace 
the narration of the film, one particular epic tale will be brought into focus; the legend of 
the Northern Lights and the Bride of the Sun. The story will be integrated with the filmed 
and archive material used in the film, and it will be partly illustrated with hand-drawn 
charcoal animation. The film will also approach the eastern Sámi beliefs of the northern 
lights and the Sun, an ancient forefather of the Sámi people. In the film we will also introduce 
several mythical characters, including male character Naainas who lives in the underworld,  
evil-spirited female Ahtsek, and the Girl who will finally become a bride for the Sun.

Legend of the Northern Lights
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The Skolt Sámi are an indigenous people of the Kola Peninsula, and their language and 
traditions are rooted in the Eastern Sámi context. Their lifestyle is largely based on 
the annual cycle of fishing. The dark and cold winters were spent together in winter 

communities, the rest of the year the families would fish and herd reindeer in their own 
familial territories. The Treaty of Tartu (1922) divided the lands of the Skolts in Petsamo 
in half, some remaining on the Soviet, and others on the Finnish, side of the border. When 
the wars between Finland and the Soviet Union ended in 1944, Finland lost Petsamo to the 
Soviets and the Skolts were forced to leave their native lands for good. They were evacuated 
to Ostrobothnia, Central Finland, to face huge cultural differences and poverty. Gradually, 
by 1949, the Skolts were relocated to their current places of residence in Inari, near their 
historical familial lands. The identity crisis became worse as the traditional cycle of life 
was disrupted when their living space turned out insufficient for their traditional lifeways. 
The Skolts were forced to live in fixed housing and assimilated, sometimes arbitrarily, to the 
new Finnish society. As a consequence of evacuation and assimilation policies, the Skolt 
Sámi culture is now threatened by extinction. Today there are about 700 Skolt Sámi people, 
of whom less than a half speaks their native tongue.

The Skolt Sámi
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Cast and crew

Scriptwriter:
Director:

Cinematographer:
Editor:

Sound designer:
Music:

Producers:

Katja Gauriloff
Katja Gauriloff
Heikki Färm, Enrique Méndez
Timo Peltola
Timo Peltola, Jukka Nurmela
Timo Peltola
Joonas Berghäll, Satu Majava
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Joonas Berghäll was born in Kemi, Finland, in 1977. He has studied film  
producing (2000 – 2005) at the Tampere University of Applied Sciences, 
School of Art and Media. He has been involved in film making since 1998.  
Today he works as a writer, director and producer in his own production 
company Oktober. His latest film as a director, Steam of Life (2010), was  
nominated for European Film award in 2010 and since then has won numerous 
awards and is still being invited to different festivals around the world. His 
latest works as a producer are Canned Dreams (2012) and Five Fragments 
of the Extinct Empathy (2011). Canned Dreams was premiered at Berlinale 
2012 and participated in the HotDocs Documentary Festival in Canada 
 where it also had its North-American premiere. 

Joonas Berghäll
Producer

Email: joonas@oktober.fi

Katja Gauriloff was born in Inari, Lapland. She has studied film directing 
(2000- 2004) at the Tampere University of Applied Sciences, School of Art 
and Media. Today she is a film director and a part-owner of the Oktober 
Production Company. Her films A Shout into the Wind and Canned Dreams 
has been awarded the State Quality Support for cinema productions in 
Finland. Canned Dreams was premiered at Berlinale in 2012. The film has been 
screened at various festivals around the world.

Email: katja@oktober.fiKatja Gauriloff
Director

Oktober Oy is a Finnish production company which was established 
in 2004. It has gained a reputation as a creative production 
house producing quality documentary and fiction films focusing 
on cutting-edge social issues that evoke both strong feelings 
and deep thoughts.

Oktober has developed a wide network with both national 
and international connections through the co-production and 
distribution of its films. Oktober’s films have been contracted to 
foreign TV-channels worldwide, including Al Jazeera English, and 
channels in France, Germany, Switzerland, Portugal, Ireland, Israel, 
Sweden, Norway, the US, Australia and Nordic countries. Some 
of our films have been in theatrical distribution in Sweden,  
Poland, Switzerland, Norway, New Zealand, among many 
other countries. Our films have been screened at over a hundred 
film festivals around the world, where they have won numerous 
awards and acknowledgements.

Pictures: Mother’s Wish, 2015 Steam of Life, 2010 Canned Dreams, 2012
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Orvokkitie 15 B
 00900, Helsinki
www.oktober.fi


